Abstract-This paper proposed a simple and efficient approach, minimum incremental cost approach (MICA), for the optimal schedule in a grid-tied micro-grid (MG) with various types of distributed generation (DG). The fuel costs generated by these DGs are determined using quadratic and linear functions dependent on the types of DGs. The proposed approach, MICA, is able to handle several inequality constraints without introducing any multipliers and furthermore it can solve the non-derivative problems or the fuel cost functions being much more complicated. Accordingly, the MICA is proposed for determining the optimal schedule of MGs with various types of DG to minimize generation costs under grid-tied operation. Results demonstrate that the proposed MICA is a simple approach to determining the optimal schedule in MGs with various types of DG.
I. INTRODUCTION
For reducing the emission of greenhouse gases, instead of fossil energy, renewable energy should be developed. Electricity generation from large, fossil fuel-based thermal power plants should first be reduced. A suitable alternative is to gradually increase electricity generation from clean and renewable DG technologies, which are interconnected with distribution systems. It is expected that lots of distributed energy resources (DERs), such as DG and distributed storage (DS) systems will interconnected with traditional electrical power distribution systems in the near future. The DG penetration levels of existing systems improve yearly because of sufficiently mature technological development and research. A MG is the part of a distribution system that includes DERs and loads with a single point of common coupling (PCC) [1] , [2] . The MG can be operated in grid-tied and islanded modes. The use of MGs is the new development trend in power systems; hence, investigating the structure of the system, related operating control technology, and scheduling management is necessary.
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programming algorithms, evolution algorithms [3] - [4] , direct search algorithms [5] - [7] , and particle swarm optimization [8] . These approaches have their advantages and disadvantages, where the direct search algorithms use only function values and require only a numerical value without any knowledge of the internal structure of a problem. Like direct search method, the MICA is easily adapted to nonlinear, non-convex, non-differentiable, or disconnected problems, making it highly suitable for solving the optimal schedule problem in MGs with various DG types that are composed of different operation cost functions. Based on the optimization techniques mentioned above, this paper proposed simple and efficient MICA for solving optimal schedule problem. We simulated the optimal schedule of DG, considering the minimization of fuel costs under grid-tied condition.
II. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM
Optimal schedule in MGs is intended for the effective and safe management of various DG systems and controllable loads. Given this purpose, we used a Taipower 11.4 kV distribution system to plan and design a MG that is composed of two primary distribution feeders. The proposed MICA is used to solve the optimal schedule problem under grid-tied condition. The detailed descriptions of the MG system structure and the related DG parameters are discussed in the succeeding subsections. Fig. 1 shows a typical Taipower distribution system, which comprises a 25 MVA, 69 kV/11.4 kV, 60Hz distribution transformer and 5 primary distribution feeders. The 11.4 kV medium-voltage MG is part of the distribution system. Feeders F#1 and F#2 can be regarded as a two-feeder MG (F#1&2 MG) with various DG types and lump-sum loads. The remaining feeders, F#3-F#5, are traditional feeders without DG, and can be considered having lump-sum loads.
A. Architecture of the MG
Feeder F#1 consists of the following DG units: two gas turbine generators, two fuel cell generation systems, and a photovoltaic generation system. The equivalent lump-sum load types of feeder F#1 are residential, office, and commercial. Feeder F#2 consists of the following DG units: two diesel engine generators and a wind turbine generator. The equivalent lump-sum load types of feeder F#2 are residential and industrial. The above-mentioned DG units are all interconnected with primary feeders by power electronic converters, inverters, and isolated power transformers. A static switch is installed in the PCC of the MGs for grid-tied and islanded operating conditions. 
B. Operating Conditions
There are four operating conditions of the MGs, as show as follows: 1) Steady-state grid-tied operation; 2) Steady-state islanded operation under planned and unexpected situations; 3) Transient operation from grid-tied to islanded conditions; 4) Transient operation from islanded to grid-tied conditions. In optimal schedule problem, only steady-state grid-tied and islanded operating conditions were considered. According to system structure, the available power output of DG units, and associated load demands, the proposed MICA was used to solve the optimal schedule problem of DG in the MG under the aforementioned operating conditions. This work is similar to those on the economic dispatch or unit commitment in traditional power systems that consider coordination between available power and renewable energy units.
In grid-tied operation, through a static switch, the F#1&2 MG is interconnected with the upper power grid in the PCC as shown in Fig. 1 . Under the grid-tied mode, the static switch is normally closed. Based on the minimization of fuel costs and power balance principle, the load demand in an MG is supplied by DG units and the purchased power from an upper power grid. Moreover, if the power supplied from DG units is greater than the load demand, the power will reverse to upper power grid through the PCC.
C. Parameters of the DGs
The best strategies for system operation are economical and reliable approaches, as well as those that present low emissions. The optimal schedule problem of DG units in MGs is minimizing generation cost and reducing environmental pollution. The generation costs of an MG include fuel and emission costs, operation cost, maintenance cost, and purchasing or selling cost. To accurately calculate the generation cost of the MG in this paper, we considered the available power output of renewable energy DG units and fuel cost of non-renewable energy DG units.
1) Available power output of renewable energy DGs a) Wind turbine generator
The available power output of a wind turbine generator is a function of wind speed. Equation (1) shows the model used to calculate the output power generated by the wind turbine generator [9] 
where P wt,r is the rated power. V, V r , V ci , and V co are the actual, (1) and the measured wind speed curve in Fig. 2 , we can obtain the power output curve of the GE-1.5xle wind turbine generator. 
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b) Photovoltaic generation system
The power output of the photovoltaic module can be calculated using equation (2) 
where P pv is the output power of the module at irradiance G ing ; P stc denotes the maximum power at the standard test condition; G ing is the incident irradiance; G stc represents the irradiance at the standard test condition (1000 W/m 2 ); k is the temperature coefficient of power; T c denotes the cell temperature; and T r is the reference temperature. A KYOCERA-2P 210Wp photovoltaic module was used. According to equation (2) , the solar irradiation and ambient temperature were measured in Fig. 3 . The power output curve of the photovoltaic generation system was also obtained. 
2) Fuel costs of non-renewable energy DG a) Diesel engine generator
The fuel cost of the diesel engine generator can be expressed as a quadratic polynomial function of its real power output, as shown in equation (3) [12] :
where α, β, and γ are the generator coefficients that can be obtained from the data sheet of the manufacturer. P DE is the power output of the diesel engine generator in kW, and is assumed to be known. The derivative of equation (3) with respect to P DE (the incremental fuel cost of the diesel engine unit) can be derived and expressed as equation (4) . The incremental cost (IC) under different power generations can be calculated as follows:
b) Fuel cell generation system Four major types of commercialized operating fuel cells currently exist: molten carbonate fuel cell (MCFC), solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC), proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC), and phosphoric acid fuel cell (PAFC). The fuel input of MCFC and SOFC is natural gas, and their rated capacities are relatively larger than that of PEMFC. Therefore, the MCFC and SOFC are more suitable for medium-voltage MGs. These two types of fuel cells were used in this study. The fuel cost of the fuel cell generator system is shown in equation (5) [13]:
where C nl is the natural gas price, P J denotes the net electrical power generated at interval J, and η J represents the fuel cell efficiency at interval J. The derivative of equation (5) with respect to variable P J (the IC of the fuel cell generator unit at interval J) is derived thus:
c) Gas turbine generator Similar to the fuel cost of the diesel engine generator, which of the gas turbine generator can be expressed as a quadratic polynomial function of its real power output:
The derivative of equation (7) with respect to variable P GT (the IC of the gas turbine unit) can be derived thus:
III. MICA FOR OPTIMAL SCHEDULE Many algorithms and techniques, such as mesh adaptive direct search, sequential quadratic programming, genetic algorithms, and game theory, have been used to solve the optimal schedule problems of power systems. This paper proposes the MICA to solve the optimal schedule problem of a medium-voltage MG. The concept of the proposed MICA is according to the unit with minimum incremental cost is chosen to increase its output, until the power balance. Therefore, the basic principle of the proposed algorithm comes from the combinations of the conventional Lagrangian Relaxation method and dynamic programming method. The proposed method has no restrictions on the cost functions of distributed generations, which included distributed generators and power purchased/sold from power grid in MG, and performs a direct search of solution space. This algorithm
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or lower limits are to increase or decrease their generations by a predetermined step P D for computing their incremental cost (IC) and decrement cost (DC).
In this paper, the power output limits of the DG units of the MG can be derived after studying the power output models of renewable DG, the cost functions of non-renewable DG, the objective function that considers fuel cost minimization, and the constraints of power balance. The objective function for the optimal schedule problem at time t can be expressed as follows: 
Defining that the power mismatch is ( ) 
P t P t P t P t P t P t
where C i (t) is the cost function of ith DGs at time t; P DG i (t) denotes the power generation of ith DGs at time t; P DG i ,min is the lower generation limit of ith DGs; P DG i ,max represents the upper generation limit of ith DGs; P D (t) represents the total load demand of the MG at time t. Additionally, C Purchased (t) is the electricity purchased cost at time t; C Sold (t) is the electricity sold cost at time t; P Purchased (t) represents the power purchased from the upper utility power grid; P Sold (t) represents the power sold to the utility power grid. The procedure of the proposed MICA is show in Fig. 4 . In using the MICA in solving the optimal schedule problem of a MG, the F#1&2 MG (Fig. 1) is chosen as the sample system. The correlative detailed data are first incorporated; this data include correct weather forecasting, load data, and generation data. The parameters of each DG are listed in Table I . The purchased/sold electricity cost of the F#1&2 MG are depicted in Fig. 5 . The purchased/sold electricity cost includes peak-load, half-peak-load, and off-peak-load pricings from the upstream utility power grid during the summer season. The equivalent lumped daily load demand curves for specific summer days, which correspond to different load types at each bus, are illustrated in Fig. 6 . The real power generation curves of renewable energy DG can be calculated using corresponding equations, measured solar irradiation, and wind speed data (Section II). Computation step ΔP, which affects iteration number, execution time, and results, is essential to the proposed MICA. We set ΔP to l kW. On the basis of the daily load demand curve in Fig. 6 and the maximum available power generation of the renewable energy DG, we show the numerical results of the optimal schedule under the grid-tied operation of the F#1&2 MG (Fig.  7-Fig. 10 ). Fig. 7 illustrates the optimal power generation of the utility power grid and DG units under various 24-hour load demands. Fig. 8 shows the IC ($TWD/kWh) of each DG and utility power grid. The average IC and total generation cost of the F#1&2 MG are shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 , respectively. Overall, because the electricity purchase cost from utility power grid pertains primarily to the duration of high-voltage use in summer, the equivalent electricity purchase cost per kWh is relatively lower than that of non-renewable energy DG. Consequently, the power output from the utility power grid is greater than those from the other DG units, except the non-fuel cost, renewable energy units. Therefore, the power generation of each unit is inversely proportional to its corresponding incremental cost; that is, as the DG incremental cost decreases, the power generated by the DG increases.
V. CONCLUSION
A simple and efficient MICA was proposed to solve the optimal schedule problem of a MG. Although the power levels generated by the renewable energy DG units (e.g., wind-turbine generators and photovoltaic generation systems) are inconsistent, the non-renewable energy DG units can compensate for insufficient power for load demand to maintain power balance. In terms of generation, control, and MG operation, an optimal schedule problem should be considered. Therefore, we propose an objective function that considers the minimization of fuel costs, the constraints of power generation limits, and power balance. The optimal schedule problem was also solved by the MICA program implemented using a MATLAB R2013a software package. The proposed MICA is highly suitable for solving the optimal schedule problem in MGs.
